What do loans say about Cruz values?

Talking points
1. Shortly after accusing GOP rival Donald Trump of having “New York values,” it was revealed that Sen. Ted Cruz failed to tell election officials about $1 million in loans from two New York banks. How do these cartoons portray this?
2. What did Cruz mean by Trump’s New York values?
3. Which voters was Cruz trying to sway with his comment?
4. What has Cruz said about Wall Street in the past?
5. Do you think the loans could influence Cruz? Why or why not?

Between the lines
“Goldman is one of the biggest banks on Wall Street, and my criticism with Washington is they engage in crony capitalism. They give favors to Wall Street . . .” - Sen. Ted Cruz

Additional resources
More by John Branch
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm?BranchJ

More by Jimmy Margulies
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm?MarquJ
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